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Anyone have any successful daytrading scans?

Hi everyone, I am a new day trader looking for successfull trades. I start using the scans to find some successfull

trades and tried many different criteria on standard scans nothing works successfully.

Any thought to find successfull trades in scans

Thank-you
scanning  daytrading  scan

Not all equities trade the same. You need to identify, what I like to call the rythm or heart beat. Use appropriate

indicators that you discover, work the best with a pattern. Importantly, use a time period that reflects your horizon.

Look for oversold stocks in a primary uptrend, identify the support/resistance, and define your risk/reward. Always
know where your exit is, not only the high side, but your pain threshold, in the event your trade moves against you.

Establish and adhere to these rules or establish your own to help remove emotion from the trade. Day trading requires

more focus and technical familiarity, a live data feed that provides tick by tick instant/dynamic intraday charting. Paper

trading is an excellent idea and after 8 years of swing trading myself, I still maintain and practice everyday with a few

online trading competitions. The scans you want, should be scans that work for you. I like to use a parabolic SAR

scan in Stock Charts, a minimum of 500,000 share volume over 200 days to ensure liquidity and stocks trading above
the 50 ema or the 50 ema, converging on the 150 ema. That's just one criteria I might use, but what works for me

might be different for someone else. Always be willing to learn and consistancy will improve. Cut losses before they

become big losses and let your winners run. "The bigger the base, the better the case." Happy trading.

Thing is you can only run scans in daily mode(or longer) So my suggestion is to run them in daily mode and set up

folders. Then you watch them in 1 min 5 min 30 min or whatever your preference is during the trading day. Of course if

you have Realtime you can also run your scans in daily intraday.

The theory on running and saving the daily scans is that a stock with some strong technicals on a daily chart may offer

you shorter term scalp or day trade opps.

To start out for your daytrading I suggest you concentrate on the SLO STO (8,3), ADX (7) RSI (14)and TRIX(3,2)...You

can run daily scans on these indicators and then watch them on your preferred time frame during the market day.

I suggest you look at TRIX 3,2 crossovers through the Zero line as a starter. But later you have to decide what type of

trader you want to be...although you can trade different ways depending on the situation...For example...maybe you

want to try and catch those coming out of oversold on the SLO STO...or perhaps you want to trade up near or even in

the over bought area.

(Aug 15 '11 at 20:07)BFoolish

What kind of strategy/plan are you looking to use (eg. superheroes, hitting in to the gap, intraday pull backs, etc.)?
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Best, Doug

Well...nothing is 100%. I mostly scalp so I've found that these indicators when used in unison are pretty good...I also

watch the MACD 2,13,12 which is a very short term indicator especially using 1 or 5 min charts...But just because they

are all where I want them to be doesn't mean anything is an automatic buy...I also watch the Time and Sales and in
my streamer I oftentimes watch an entire industry (Or a portion of a group anyway)while I'm concentrating on one or

two of the tix that are approaching my preferred criteria.

Best...Doug

Forget the scans. By the time you find your scan it will be too late. Day trading requires precise entries and exits. Get

yourself 2 monitors open 4 windows of your fave Direxion 3x ETFs (bull & bear). Pick your fave indicator. Mine is

Linda Rashke's 3/10 MACD coupled with the Elder Impulse system and trade away. BTW always sell into strength,

you make more money in the long run.

Best of luck :)

I'm a day trader looking for successful trades too. Sometimes I even find them:) You do need to realize that there is no

scan or indicator that will consistantly produce successful trades, day trade or otherwise. It's more a matter of trading
on favorable probabilities.

You have already gotten alot of good advice in previous posts. I'm going to add my 2cents and may restate things

already mentioned. I would use Stockcharts.com as a scan tool to find stocks you want to day trade. As was said,

scan for high volume, say 1,000,000+, and maybe for a minimum price. That would depend on your average $ trade

size. You probably wouldn't want to be trading a $1.00 stock with $100,000.00 trades

You would want a real time trading platform, I use Thinkorswim. There are others such as TradeStation, that I'm not
familiar with, but maybe others can comment on. As was said, paper trade first.

I use Stockcharts.com for confirmation with the Elder Impulse System, among other things. I am trading off of

candlesticks and EMA crossovers. I use a 4 or 5 crossover 8 or 9. It depends on the stock what combination I find

works best. That is, sometimes I use a 4 crossover 9 and others a 5 crossover 8.

In summary, scans may work for Swing Trading, but you need real time, in my view, for day trading. All will need to be

monitored to produce successful trades because there is no sure fire 100% successful indicator or system.

Good luck finding something that works for you.

Jim

-1

(Aug 16 '11 at 09:10)SHADOW

Thank-you Doug, I am using stockcharts.com' standard scan to find the trading opportunities. But couldn't find that works on

regular basis, like aroons, adx or cci buy signal. Can I rely on these signal alone or I have to dig more?

Thanks

(Aug 30 '11 at 00:37)Sharptraders

I would never rely solely on the indicators...You can also consider the general market, index, sector and/or industry group

action. But more importantly to me anyway is a combo of the indicators and time/sales/volume for scalps...Doug
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I just wanted to add that if you want to be a successful trader you need to develop a system for the way you want to

trade. You are in charge of your own destiny, no one else. The beauty of Stockcharts.com is all the indicators you

need for daytrading, swing trading, position trading are all there. You just need to develop a system and stick too it.

I would recommend reading "Trade Your Way To Financial Freedom". It will explain how to find your "Holy Grail"

Cheers

I found this on the stockcharts webstie. It's more relevant to Technical Analysis than to day trading, but they are

interesting reads anyhow.

http://stockcharts.com/school/doku.php?id=chart_school:trading_strategies

I am not trying to be rude but when I read this question I chuckled because it seems by the way you are asking the
question that you are new to day trading AND to trading in general. Please do not START out day trading with little or

no experience trading at all. You need to learn as much as you can and read as many books about trading, pour

through charts and look for your own patterns and THEN,....WHEN and IF you are successful at that,...you should

PAPER day trade.

Its NOT quite as simple as plugging in a scan of ADX & DI+/DI- and buying a stock that pops up on that scan. 95% of

all traders lose and NEVER become profitable. I takes years to get there in most cases.

If I read too much into your original post then sorry and just ignore what I have said. But I seriously doubt I

misinterpreted your post.

Good Luck

(Aug 27 '11 at 07:21)Wizzard

I'll have to check that book out, but "Technical Analysis of the Financial Markets," by John Murphy IS the "Holy Grail of TA

books. :) JMHO

(Aug 21 '11 at 16:21)SHADOW

thanks, It is not rude at but reality. You read it right. I lost good amount of money in this crash. I am reading lots of books
and did online education as well. I do have some successful trades but not consistently

1

(Aug 25 '11 at 06:36)Trade_to_Live

SHADOW....Stockcharts has a excellent book section

http://store.stockcharts.com/

Hope this helps Peace...Trade_to_Live

(Aug 29 '11 at 18:29)seatrader

Shadow: Most of us got scraped up a bit in this last leg down...keep up your attitude and study the market messages

religiously. Those guys are brilliant and will keep your focus where it needs to be. Day/swing trading is hard but worth

working on.

Cheers to you!
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I've found that using the Scottrade Elite "Virtual Trader" feature works well as a simulation trading tool. You have all

the features of order entry as well as keeping track of positions, balances, executions and open orders. This is as

close to real trading as I found and of course, it's forgiving if your trade goes against you.

Your answer

[hide preview]
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